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Fügetechnik Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH offers 
custom-designed solutions and products made 
from high-performance ceramics. We are spe-
cialized in developing and producing innovative 
and complex-formed components for indust-
rial applications based on our patented joining 
technology that allows complex inner structures 
maintaining the advantages of pure alumina.

The company‘s portfolio includes the develop-
ment and production of ceramic components 
from prototype to series.
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develop. construct. produce.

We also offer ceramic-ceramic- or metal-cera-
mic-assemblies according to budget, number 
of units and intended use and examined to your 
requirements.

We also support the selection of the matching 
ceramic material and the implementation of a 
ceramic-suitable construction.

For small and medium series we provide the low 
pressure injection molding. Prototypes can be 
produced by conventional machining from pre-
compacted powder bodies.

Ceramic materials can replace existing 
components when abrasive wear is criti-
cal. Their use is also advantageous when 
components have to be resistent against 
chemicals, environment indluences, radia-
tion, when high-temperature or corroasion 
resistance is required or extreme friction 
is experienced. Such components can be 
used in the mechanical engineering and 
plant manufacturing sector, the chemical 
process engineering and the measurement 
technology.
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top. & left: all-ceramic microreactor (mixing element designed by IMM GmbH) middle & right: all-ceramic heat exchanger

all-ceramic microreactor

- 99.7% alumina
- body: Ø 20 mm x 40 mm 
- connection: Ø 8 mm
- inner structure 600 µm width
- throughput at Δp =3 bar ca. 60 l/h
- operating pressure > 100 bar
- integration of heater and thermocouple arepossible 
- temperatures: mixing path < 1000°C, connectors < 
250°C (clamping ring connection)

all-ceramic cross-flow heat exchanger

- 99.7% alumina
- 2 x 20 channels with 2 mm² cross section each
- connection Ø 10 mm 

complex structures and joining.
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Comparing ceramic with metal constructions it is 
found that the superior characteristics of ceramics 
face the weldability of metals. This restriction on the 
geometric shaping is overcome by our patented 
joining technology for technical ceramics. With this 
new technology we are now able to produce un-
dercuts, intricately shaped ducts and flow-breaking 
elements.
The usage of the LPIM (low pressure injection mol-
ding) allows a near-net shape and cost-efficient se-
ries production.
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When is it worthwhile …
… to produce with low pressure injection moulding (LPIM)?
 
You have…
• quantities > 500 items
• complex structures, aspect ratio L/d > 10
• high-purity materials (yield is >95 % whereas yield is 40 % 

using shape cutting machines)

… to join? 

You want…
• undercuts, intricately shaped ducts and/ or flow-breaking 

elements and
• a reduction of tool costs.


